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Minerblox is a Play2Earn mining simulator game on the BSC network
where players can build and manage their own virtual mining RIGs by
minting and trading graphics cards in NFT format. The GPUs have 
various power level and allow the extraction of the MBLOX token

Game access: https://p2ehub.link
Telegram: https://t.me/p2ehubofficial
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WHAT IS MINERBLOX?

https://p2ehub.link/
https://t.me/p2ehubofficial


With Minerblox you can: 
❑Mint GPUs and special GPUs with various rarities and Hash power
❑ Build and manage one or multiple mining RIGs in real-time to extract MBLOX tokens
❑ Extract MBLOX in a fully automated and passive way, with the Auto-Miner function
❑ Stake your MBLOX to increase you productivity
❑ Transfer, buy and sell NFTs on the marketplace
❑Merge NFTs to get higher rarity GPUs
❑ Participate in lotteries and win great prizes
❑ Increase the available slots in your RIG to be able to activate more GPUs simultaneously
❑ Follow the Legendary minting route to obtain more powerful GPUs
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GAME DYNAMICS



GPU MINT

New GPUs can be minted at a cost of 99.9 MBLOX. The
characteristics of each GPU can be viewed on the Mint
section.

The drop chances of each GPU (Common, Uncommon,
Rare, Epic and Legendary) are as follows:

As the player reaches a certain number of Mints, there is
a guaranteed higher rarity mint depending on the goal 
achieved. This feature is the Legendary Route

The special mint has recently been introduced, which 
allows you to obtain GPUs with incredible power. You 
will find all the information below
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GPU RARITY

COMMON UNCOMMON RARE EPIC LEGENDARY
HP MINIMUM HP MINIMUM HP MINIMUM HP MINIMUM HP MINIMUM

1 Mh/s
HP MAXIMUM

10 Mh/s
HP MAXIMUM

30 Mh/s
HP MAXIMUM

50 Mh/s
HP MAXIMUM

80 Mh/s
HP MAXIMUM

9,99 Mh/s
COOLDOWN

29,99 Mh/s
COOLDOWN

49,99 Mh/s
COOLDOWN

79,99 Mh/s
COOLDOWN

125 Mh/s
COOLDOWN

10 Blocks 15 Blocks 20 Blocks 25 Blocks 30 Blocks
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THE LEGENDARY ROUTE
The LEGENDARY ROUTE allows the player to receive GPUs with a guaranteed 
rarity of random HashPower as a reward (including RARE, EPIC and LEGENDARY) 
according to the number of Mints performed. When complete the entire Route, it 
is restarted. Score and milestones for rewards can be viewed on the Mint area.
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For completing the entire Route, the
player will receive at least:

10x UNCOMMON GPU

5x RARE GPU

2x EPIC GPU

1x LEGENDARY GPU

+ 512 GPU of varying rarity depending 
on luck in the Mint

+

Mint 51 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 101 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 106 - RARE Guaranteed
Mint 151 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 201 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 211 - RARE Guaranteed
Mint 251 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 261 - EPIC Guaranteed
Mint 301 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 316 - RARE Guaranteed
Mint 351 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 401 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 421 - RARE Guaranteed
Mint 451 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 501 - Uncommon Guaranteed
Mint 521 - EPIC Guaranteed
Mint 526 - RARE Guaranteed
Mint 531 - LEGENDARY GUARANTEED
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SPECIAL GPU MINT
SPECIAL MINTS are one of Minerblox's
newest and most important features. 
A special mint generates an extremely 
powerful GPU, between 150 and 1,000 
Mega Hash (10 MBLOX produced per 
block). To make a special card mint just 
click on the orange star at the top 
right. Currently with a mint you can 
randomly get one of the 3 GPUs listed, 
with a different percentage depending 
on their power. The cards are changed 
regularly, usually once a month, and 
the price also changes, always 
balanced according to the power of 
the GPU and the percentage of output
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It is not necessary to leave the game open in the browser to keep mining active. The computer
or mobile device does not need to be turned on either. Minerblox does not use player
resources to maintain mining. 10

MANAGEMENT PANEL



GPUS MANAGEMENT
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Your GPUs GPUs power in Mh/s Production and cooling

cycles (varies for each rarity)

Button to enable or 

disable the GPUs 

(the card cannot 

be activated during 

the cooling phase)

If the button is red 

it means that you

have activated the 

maximum number

of GPUs



Here you can see the current block and the total production 
(all users)

Each mining block takes 30 minutes and the MBLOX will 
credited to the 100%

Each 1 mh/s equals to a production of 0.01 MBLOX. Your
estimated reward per block is displayed in real time

With this counter you can see the production level with the 
Auto-Miner active and the boost generated by staking

Your Hash Power is the sum of the power of each GPU active
on your machine

Each RIG can have 5 GPUs active simultaneously and an 
additional slot can be purchased

MINING MANAGEMENT
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COOLDOWN

Each GPU has a maximum mining capacity before overheating which is indicated by
Cooldown Points varying according to its rarity. These points are deducted from each
block mined over the cooldown of active GPUs

When its capacity runs out it will need to be cooled down to recover its points also
every block until you can mine again

Cooling is not required when the auto-miner function is active, which makes the 
mining process fully automated
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WITHDRAW
You can withdraw your in-game balance whenever
you reach a minimum of 250 MBLOX and you must
withdraw before reaching 1000 tokens.
Payouts are processed from 11 am to 22 pm. 
Sometimes it can take longer. Write to support 
only if the withdrawal has not arrived after 24 
hours.

To make the request you must have at least 10
MBLOX in your Metamask Wallet and a fee is 
applied, that decreases with the increase of the 
amount withdrawn:
• 25% for small amounts
• 15% from 450 to 899 MBLOX
• only 5% over 900 MBLOX
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AUTO-MINER
With this button you can activate the Auto-Miner
function and when enabled your GPUs do not heat
up, allowing your machine to work with maximum
Hash Power all the time in a total automatic way
(passive income!)
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The Auto-Miner in the past had a rather high cost, but 
it was decided to make it free and accessible to all. 
However, the function generates double profits 
compared to manual management and for this 
reason the function is counterbalanced by a tax, 
currently 65% on profits. The manual management 
therefore remains the most profitable, but the 
Auto-Miner allows a passive income and offers 
total comfort



GPU MERGE

In Minerblox it is possible to Merge GPUs to receive a
guaranteed higher rarity GPU with random Hash Power

You can merge:
➢ 7 COMMON for an UNCOMMON
➢ 4 UNCOMMON for a RARE

➢ 3 RARE for an EPIC
➢ 2 EPIC for a LEGGENDARY
➢ 2 LEGGENDARY FOR A SPECIAL GPU 16

After performing the process, your new uncommon
GPU will automatically appear in your GPU list. 
Remember, during the Merge process the GPUs used as 
material are consumed



RECOVERY AREA

If there was any problem or interruption during the processes of minting
new GPUs or purchasing tournament tickets (such as connection drop,
browser closing, etc.), the player will be able to recover the items that had
the transaction completed in the Recovery Area. If the card is not present, 
then it is possible to write to the support that will take care of the recovery 
in a short time
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REFERRAL SYSTEM
Minerblox has a great referral system very 
simple to use, just follow these steps:

1) Share your Referral ID with anyone you 
want

2) Your referral must make at least 5 mint
3) Enter the MinerID of the person who made 

the mints and that you want to validate 
(one at a time)

4) Click on "Validate referral" and if everything 
is done correctly you will receive 25 RP!

5) Go to Referral Bonus section to claim your
reward (min 100 RP)

With 100 RP you can claim a free rare GPU of 30 
Mh/s (worth about 1’500 MBLOX)

There is no limit in the number of referrals 18



STAKING FEATURE
In Minerblox there are numerous 
ways to increase the power of your 

RIG. STAKING is one of these and 
consists in blocking  a certain amount 
of MBLOX for a fixed period, to 
receive a boost in production as 
reward!

THE FEATURE IS TOTALLY FREE, in fact the 
blocked tokens will return to your disposal 
once the stake time has elapsed

You can activate staking by accessing the 
feature section, where you can choose the 
amount of MBLOX to block, based on the 
increase in power you want to obtain
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When staking is active (ON) here you can se your boost level
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GPUS TRANSFER AND MARKETPLACE

CARD TRANSFER permit to move GPUs to other 

accounts. This is a very useful feature if, for example, 
you have a lot of unused cards and don't want to use 
merge, but open new productive rigs

THE MARKETPLACE allows players players
to buy, sell, and transfer NTFs (GPUs)

The feature was active in the game, but due to a bug and 
the few who took advantage of it, it was temporarily 
disabled. However, the functions it offered will still be 
guaranteed within a dedicated telegram channel, which will 
be managed manually by us. The opening of this channel is 
scheduled for November

In order to sell your GPUs on the future telegram channel it 
will be necessary to have unlocked the marketplace within 
the game, while to buy this it will not be necessary.
The opening of the replacement marketplace will be 
announced on the official Minerblox channel (P2E HUB)

To activate the card transfer it is necessary to unlock 
the marketplace, paying a single fee of 1'000 MBLOX. 
Once unlocked, each transfer will be free



The lottery offer the possibility for players to win powerful GPUs, that can change every time. Each ticket can be acquired for
100 MBLOX and players can participate as many times as they want within the duration of the tournament

With the ticket acquired, the 
player will have 5 moves 
(Rolls) to earn points. The 
higher the number of points, 
the more chances to win

WEEKLY LOTTERY
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There is only one prize, so 
only the one with the 
highest score can win. 
However, it’s not just luck, 
since it is possible to use the 
re-roll function, which 
allows you to try again with 
single cards. There are no 
guarantees that a better 
number will come out, but 
this allows you to swap out 
those low-value GPUs

The GPU up for grabs, the 

number of participants 

and the time left until the 

end of the lottery

The five rolls, the rebuy 

and the Re-Roll function

The highest score of the 

moment



It is possible to play Minerblox via Mobile using Kiwi 
Browser + Metamask (for RIG management) or 
TrustWallet (for management and Mint)

Important: The Mint of New GPUs process or any other
action involving purchase or contracting via Mobile is
supported only through the use of Trust Wallet. If the 
process is done via mobile in other ways, the Minerblox 
team will not be able to support you in case of any 
difficulties

P2E MOBILE
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Minerblox Token (MBLOX) is the engine of the entire ecosystem being 
necessary for various functions within the game. MBLOX is also the token 
received as a reward for gameplay

Total Supply: 100.000.000,00 MBLOX

Contract: 0xAD0A3901eFf23b9143985bCB42F0171a112A2fD3
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MINERBLOX TOKEN
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ROADMAP

Q3 – 2022

Q2 – 2022
- Play2Earn Mobile Support
- Marketplace Release
- Tournaments Release
- Legendary Route Release
- GPU Merge Release
- Extra Slots

- MBLOX Stake Release
- New Tournaments

Q4 – 2022
- New GPUs and Features

Q3 – 2021
- Start MinerBlox Development

Q4 – 2021
- Official Website Release

Q1 – 2022
- Official Whitepaper Release
- MBLOX Token Generation
- MBLOX Pré-Sale
- PancakeSwap Listing
- Play2Earn Web Release

- MBLOX Audit
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The information provided in this whitepaper and the game features do not in any way constitute
investment advice, market trading advice or any other type of financial or general advice and this
information should not be treated as such. Minerblox is a Play- To-Earn game that uses Utility Tokens
for its operation and management and should be considered a recreational activity and not for
investment

DISCLAIMER
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HAPPY MINING!
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